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 Plant-Juggling is an in-development practice that aims to enable co-creation between 

plants and jugglers, positioning plants as active subjects in public space. This practice 

sees plant agency as being relational, as the effect that vegetal beings have on the 

world and others around them. In this way, this practice consists of finding ways to posi-

tion oneself and juggling to be affected by plants in order to create with them. This 

practice emerged through my research project in the Performing Public Space MA at 

Fontys, through practical experimentation, theoretical research and collaboration with 

both academics and jugglers. 

 

The driving force behind this practice is to challenge the predominant anthropocen-

tric perspective which is present in both public space discourse and circus, focusing on 

human-plant relationships. This practice recognizes that plants in public space, are com-

monly neglected and reduced to ‘living objects’ rather that subjects with power (Gibson 

& Sandilands, 2021). Moreover, circus arts, has historically represented values of human 

dominance over animals, objects, natural forces, and others (Lievens,2015).  Today, the 

threat of climate crisis, which stems from the Anthropocene, demands a change in our 

cultural paradigm, including the way envision the spaces in our cities and artistic prac-

tices. 

 

Plant-Juggling: Principles and Warm-ups is the first volume of a series of short publi-

cations presenting methods, prompts, starting points, and examples of how to co-create 

juggling material with plant partners.  

In this Volume you will find: the key principles of plant juggling and techniques to 

‘warm-up’ prior to the creation of material. At the end of the publication you will find a 

Bibliography including sources mentioned in this volume. 

 



 1) No plant or human is interchangeable. respect both your, and your partners, unique-

ness and adapt the process to these needs. 

2) Plants and humans can be similar, but we are also very, very different. Is good to look 

for common ground, but it is important to acknowledge our different experiences and 

work with them, let space for them to emerge and be. 

3) When collaborating with plants it’s important to acknowledge not only the specify of 

each subject, but also of each context. Different  circumstances may influence your plant 

partner or yourself.  Work with the specificity of the context. 

 

In Western contexts although plants have always present in our cultural construction and 

despite their ecological importance, they have been hugely neglected as beings with agen-

cy in a socio-ecological sense. Western culture has repeatedly exploited, objectified and 

instrumentalized plants for human benefit.  

Although this practice focuses on plants, it also recognizes that the damage made to veg-

etal beings is part of a larger history of exploitation, colonization and repression towards 

people and cultures, which cannot be ignored.  



Some plants have thorns, are poisonous or incredibly fragile. Do your research and aim 

at all costs to cause no harm to your plant partner or yourself. If harm is done; accept re-

sponsibility, apologise, in whatever way feels more appropriate, and proceed to make repa-

rations accordingly.

The juggler acknowledges plants as subjects with agency to juggle in collaboration with. 

Not as objects to use for juggling. Forging a common language or communication style with 

your plant partner may take time, and it may also be impossible sometimes. However, jug-

glers should strive to build a relationship with their plant partner and use all their sense to 

try to observe and understand the ways their agency is expressed. 



 This are techniques designed to help you getting to know your plant partner and 

starting a dialogue with them. They set the tone for mindful and invested collaboration and 

spending a few minutes doing one or two of this  techniques is essential for the practice. 

 

 

It is useful before collaborating with anyone to know a little bit about who they are and 

how they work. Take time to research your plant partner: what are their processes? Which 

other beings are they entangled with through symbiotic relationships? Do they grow fast or 

slow? How do they reproduce and disseminate their seeds?  Is their trunk/body safe to 

touch? Is the flower that you are thinking of working with incredibly delicate and rare? 

Even if it is a quick Google search this is incredibly useful to be able to take care of your-

self and your partner before proceeding with the co-creation exercises.  

Be mindful, however, of the reductionist descriptions of plants as objects of study. 

Plants have interesting lives and experience the world in a different way that we do, but 

they are not just their processes. Study your resources critically, specially ones that refer to 

plants only  in the frame of their benefit to humans. For example, rosemary is more than 

just a herb for us to taste or a refreshing scent in beauty products. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This warm-up exercise is taken from John Hartigan’s How to Interview a Plant, Step 4: De-

scription (Hartigan, 2017). 

One of the first steps to knowing your plant partner is careful observation through all your 

senses. Everything your plant partner puts out into the world is a decision that they made to 

engage with the world around them in a particular way. Maybe not a decision in the same 

way that humans make them, but a choice nevertheless.  

Take some time to look at your plant partner; what is their form? what way does each leaf, 

petal, branch different from each other? What pathways did they grow through? Can you 

take some time to make some rough sketches of what you see and how you see it? 

Now focus on their smell. Can you smell anything? Do different sections of the plant smell 

different? How does the climate and surrounding affect your perception of the smell of your 

plant partner? 

If your plant is sturdy enough carefully try a tactile approach. What textures can you 

touch? How do they vary? Is your plants partner body firm or soft to touch? Be mindful that 

touch can be quite disruptive and only use it in occasions that you believe your plant partner 

will not suffer from this. 

If it feels right you can also have a taste of your plant partner, but again, be cautious with 

how you decided to approach this decision. It may be that its not needed or productive. 

Through this exercises try to imagen why the plant has taken this form, what experiences 

it has gone through and how this contributes to the plants own subjectivity. 



This method comes from David Abram’s Becoming Animal. Abraham encourages us to: 

 

“Bring attention to your breathing, becoming mindful of the air as it streams in through 

your nostrils, filling and swelling your chest before you exhale. Notice that your exhaled 

breath is now blending with the air currents around you. Are there grasses nearby, or a few 

trees? These too, of course, are metabolizing, breathing beings” (Abram, 2018). 

 

Get in a comfortable position and spend a few minutes mindfully breathing with your 

plant partner. Slow down your breath and pay attention to how you are connected through 

breath, with them and every other living thing around you.  



Hope you have enjoyed learning the principles and warm-up techniques used in 

Plant-Juggling! 

Thank you so much for taking part in this Volume of Plant-Juggling. If you have any 

comments or questions feel free to contact me on valentina.solari.v@gmail.com. 

 

 

Volume 2 will present two new methods for embodying and responding to plant 

agency, and Volume 3 will introduce diverse forms of documenting the exchange be-

tween juggler and plant. 
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 Plant-Juggling is an in-development practice that aims to enable co-creation between 

plants and jugglers, positioning plants as active subjects in public space. This practice 

sees plant agency as being relational, as the effect that vegetal beings have on the 

world and others around them. In this way, this practice consists of finding ways to posi-

tion oneself and juggling to be affected by plants in order to create with them. This 

practice emerged through my research project in the Performing Public Space MA at 

Fontys, through practical experimentation, theoretical research and collaboration with 

both academics and jugglers. 

 

The driving force behind this practice is to challenge the predominant anthropocen-

tric perspective which is present in both public space discourse and circus, focusing on 

human-plant relationships. This practice recognizes that plants in public space, are com-

monly neglected and reduced to ‘living objects’ rather that subjects with power (Gibson 

& Sandilands, 2021). Moreover, circus arts, has historically represented values of human 

dominance over animals, objects, natural forces, and others (Lievens,2015).  Today, the 

threat of climate crisis, which stems from the Anthropocene, demands a change in our 

cultural paradigm, including the way envision the spaces in our cities and artistic prac-

tices. 

 

Plant-Juggling: Embodying and Responding to Plant Agency is the second volume of a 

series of short publications presenting methods, prompts, starting points, and examples 

of how to co-create juggling material with plant partners.  

In this Volume you will find: two methods for embodying plant agency through juggl-

ing and two methods for responding to it. At the end of the publication you will find a 

Bibliography including sources mentioned in this volume. 

 



The following prompts and methods aim to embody the plant experience through jug-

gling. The warm up methods are crafted to get to know your plant partner in a deeper 

level, through the following techniques the aim is to embody the way that your plant 

partner interacts with the world through juggling in order to create new material.

In Growing Methods Sarah Elton describes ‘plant- time’ as the “time frame in which 

plants work that has the same tempo as a 24 hour clock” (Elton, 2021). In this way plant 

time, as a concept, exist only in relation and contrast to human time. Plant time can ap-

pear slower to our time, as the movement and growth of plants may be imperceptible 

to us in the short term. 

With this in mind: in which ways can you slow down your juggling to be in plant-time? 

Are there any tricks or movements that naturally require stillness from you? Balances 

tend to naturally slow juggling down, in example 1 I tried to balance a ball on my foot 

for as long as I could to try to embody the experience of the grass.  

What other balances or slow tricks could you try? Are there any ways in which you 

could slow down throws, catches, rolls, traps, patterns, etc.? Could your plant partner 

potentially help you slow your juggling down? In example 2 I tried slowing down juggl-

ing patterns by juggling on the slope made by the roots of my tree partners. 

Through this exercise try to image the plant experience and project it through your 

movement and juggling material. How does it feel to juggle slowly? What is different? 

What opportunities arise? 

[Click for Video]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_u8SxM3D04o&ab_channel=ValentinaSolari-Vodanovic


As discussed in the Pant Interview warm-up method (Volume I of Plant Juggling); 

plants make choices of how they want to interact with the world. These choices are 

translated into their form. The shape of a plant is therefore the material pathways of 

decisions made as it was growing. 

Taking this into consideration, how can you embody the plants’ structure and shape 

into your juggling? Can you transform this material pathway of their form into juggling 

pathways? In which ways can your juggling relate to their existing form? Can you make 

patterns with your juggling objects based on these shapes? 

In the video example Charles is using his juggling patterns to imitate the shape, turns 

and folds of the basil plant which is at the end of its life. 

[Click for Video]

https://youtu.be/OPb4VIb-OvA


These are methods that position oneself not to be directly affected by plants. Not to 

be plant-like, but to become another layer of their processes and respond to them.  

Plants loose leaves during the autumn and disperse their seeds during spring. De-

pending on the season, the task is to catch leaves/seeds of the tree as they make their 

way down to the ground. In this way, the juggling skills are repurposed, and quick reflex-

es are used to add temporary stop in the plants process of changing foliage or dissemi-

nation.  

This can be as simple or as complicated as you want it to be. You can choose to ob-

serve your plant partner and catch as things fall one by one then dropping them back 

into the ground. Or you can choose do patterns or juggle multiple of their leaves/seeds.  

[Click for Video]

https://youtu.be/52tk0wyoLeI


For this method, consider plant process (nutrient exchange, water intake, photosyn-

thesis) as a form of object manipulation. Now try to involve yourself in this process by 

changing the materials of your juggling objects. For instance, could you juggle with wa-

ter, or water filled balls with wholes on them? Can you make a luminescent club that 

becomes part of the photosynthetic process?  

In the example video I decided to explore juggling with mud. Using a different kind of 

material forced me to adapt my skill and this helped to keep heighten awareness 

through the process of collaboration.  Through this exercise, mistakes of dropping the 

mud became part of the plant process and in this way not a mistake at all, but passing 

the juggling onto my plant partner.

[Click for Video]

https://youtu.be/7xGTqbD_lDA


Hope you have enjoyed learning the some of the many methods that can be used 

for  Plant-Juggling! 

Thank you so much for taking part in this Volume of Plant-Juggling. If you have any 

comments or questions feel free to contact me on valentina.solari.v@gmail.com. 

Volume 3 introduce diverse forms of documenting the exchange between juggler 

and plant, and Volume 4 will introduce even more new methods creating material with 

plants, through embodying and responding to their agency. 
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